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There’s a lot of debate at the moment about the pace of
meat protein price infla on and the outlook for 2022. We hope the
chart to the right oﬀers some perspec ve. While wholesale beef
prices saw sharp gains during 2021, this was not exactly due to a
shorƞall in beef producƟon. True packers bumped up against labor
issues but beef produc on during all of last year was near all me
record levels. The latest USDA report pegs commercial beef
produc on for 2021 at 27.693 billion pounds, 519 million pounds or
1.9% higher than in 2020 and 538 million pounds or 2% higher than in
2019. US beef produc on in 2021 was an all me record high despite
all the produc on challenges faced. We would argue that domes c
and export demand far outpaced the ability of US processors to meet
it. And this is a story that’s not unique only to meat protein but
something we are seeing across various industries. While the
tendency in the last 12 months has been to blame rising infla on on
supply chain issues, the shi in demand, supported by the flood of
cash injected in the system, has not received as much a en on. Will
demand cool oﬀ in 2022 and thus help moderate beef prices? The
general expecta on is that that will be the case, in part because some
of the fiscal support (trillions of dollars) that flooded the system last
year will not be there.
On the other hand, the US economy is
expected to expand by 3.5% to 4% in 2022, which remains bullish for
demand overall. The wage/price spiral is also something that bears
watching. At this point the FED is signaling that it intends to fight
infla on more vigorously but 2022 is also an elec on year and this will
be a test of the its (FED’s) poli cal independence. What appears
assured, however, is that US beef supplies will not be as abundant as
they were in 2021. USDA is currently forecas ng beef output to
steady decline this year, with the biggest drop expected in the second
half of 2022. USDA did revised its produc on forecast for this year up,
increasing it by about 165 million pounds vs. the forecast presented in
December. Most of the increase was for Q2, which was revised up by
125 million pounds or 1.9% vs. the previous month’s forecast. USDA
made no changes to its es mates for beef exports in 2022, s ll
forecas ng beef exports to decline 185 million pounds or 5.4%
compared to 2021. However, with a number of key expor ng
countries either not having the supply or restric ng exports, this
forecast may prove to be hard to achieve. Chinese beef demand will
be key here, especially considering that USDA s ll expects Chinese
beef imports to increase in 2022. Without Australia and Argen na, we
struggle to understand how China will be able to expand its beef
purchases this year, unless of course they con nue to source more
product from the US.
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USDA currently expects commercial pork producƟon in 2022
to be 27.515 billion pounds, a number that is 80 million pounds lower
than the forecast presented in December and 178 million pounds or
0.6% lower than in 2021. Why is it that futures are currently pegging
hog prices to be lower in 2022 than in 2021 even as pork produc on
will decline? Much of it has to do with expecta ons about domes c
and especially export demand. USDA lowered pork export forecasts
for 2022 by more than 400 million, a recogni on of lower Chinese
export demand. S ll, per capita availability/consump on in 2022 is
expected to be 51 pounds per person compared to 51.1 pounds in
2021. And yet the forecast is for hog prices to be down 10% and
futures are pricing a 6% decline. This would suggest that market (and
USDA) are expec ng demand to decline in 2022.
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